
The Infinity Range. Warmth, with infinite style and vision.
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The new range of Infinity fires. Creativity that knows no bounds.

The Infinity range boasts seventeen models offering a wide

choice of sizes, styles and finishes. The fires are all British-made

and although they have the contemporary European look, each

model is designed to fit perfectly in a British home.

The fires can be fitted into chimneys and flues for a modern clean look; 

they can also be incorporated in fireplace suites in a choice of traditional or

modern styles.

The models are designed to fit class 1 & class 2 flues/chimneys, down to 

5" diameter or equivalent cross section. Fireplace opening sizes may need

adjustment, reference should be made to the diagrams on pages 44 and 51. 

All fires in the range are designed to give a very realistic flame

picture from a modest gas input, and greater efficiencies are

achievable.

What better way to make your house a

home than with one of the stunning

range of modern high efficiency fires

from Infinity Fires?

DESIGNED, ENGINEERED 
& MADE IN BRITAIN
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The Infinity 480FL on page 6, the

660PC on page 16, and the 890PC

on pages 28 and 30 are also

designed, and suitable to fit a 

pre-cast flue chimney offering a

stunning fire and another option to

home owners who until now have

only had a very limited choice of

traditionally designed fires to choose

from. Some of the models are also

available in rear venting balanced

flue so can be fitted in homes without

chimneys.

Every fire comes with a thermostatic

radio frequency remote control that

allows you to set the perfect

temperature for your room and the

fire can be set to regulate itself to

achieve this. The remote can also be

wall mounted, to be used as a wall

switch, using the fixing kit supplied.

All fires in the range are designed to

give a very realistic flame picture from

a modest gas input, which means no

additional ventilation is usually

needed in the room and greater

efficiencies are achievable.

Options at a glance
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The new range of Infinity fires. Creativity that knows no bounds.

DESIGNED, ENGINEERED 
& MADE IN BRITAIN
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As part of the continual improvement programme at Charlton & Jenrick we take

pride in innovating & developing our fires, always striving for improvements. 

Part of this process requires that we test all our gas fires to the current efficiency

standards, ensuring our customers always receive up-to-date products.

The efficiencies quoted in this brochure are the Net efficiencies which are usually

advertised in marketing literature. A brief explanation can be seen below if you 

wish to see a copy of the standards we use, further details can be found at

www.bsigroup.com.

Net Efficiency v Gross Efficiency

Net efficiency calculations assume that the energy contained in the water vapour

which is formed as a product of combustion is recovered in some way, e.g. into the

fabric of the building and is not lost from the flue/chimney. Gross combustion

efficiency calculations assume that the energy contained in the water vapour is not

recovered and is lost to the outside air. Typically the difference between the value of

net combustion efficiency and the value of gross combustion efficiency for a natural

gas fire is around 5 to 8 percentage points with the net value being higher than the

gross value. Most gas fire manufacturers quote their efficiencies based on the net

combustion efficiency, although the gross value is often stated in the installation

instructions for Building Regulations purposes.

At Charlton & Jenrick we are constantly

striving to offer highly efficient gas fires

that don’t cost the earth, whilst also not

detracting from the design, look and

quality of our fires.
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■ This fire redefines the rules of

what fires can be used in a

fireplace suite. The 480FL is free

of an external trim frame and as

a result can enhance and

complement a multitude of

traditional or modern fireplace

designs as well as having the

option of a trimless built-in look.

■ Shown on page 7 (opposite) in a

suite. The Infinity 480FL

Limestone suite incorporates

limestone to create a stunning

suite that works in harmony. 

■ Fits most chimneys so will fit the

majority of UK homes. Consult

your local retailer for more

details.

■ Optional kit available to fit the

fire onto a pre-cast flue with

some building work required.

■ Glass fronted high efficiency fire

that is up to 82 % efficient. 

■ Designed to give a realistic

flame picture from a modest

5.5kW input, which usually

means no additional ventilation

in the room.  

www.infinityfires.co.uk
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Liner Choice

A choice of liner is available in either 

brick, black mirror glass or beige.

Fuel Bed : Authentic logs.

Rustic Brick liner Beige linerBlack mirror glass  

Infinity 480FL

Gas Type Input Output Efficiency Dimensions Chimney Types

mm (w x h)*

Natural Gas 5.5kW 4.3   kW 82% 570 x 441 Class 1 & 2  

LPG 5.0kW 3.3   kW 71% 570 x 441 Class 1 & 2  

* The dimensions stated are the overall visible size of the fire when installed.

Options & Specifications

Left: 480FL Beckford Limestone Suite

Right: 48 0FL Beckford Limestone & Granite Suite

Main: 480FL Stokesay Suite
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Infinity 480BF

■ No flue no problem. The rear

venting flue enables the

installation to be clean and neat

on an outside wall. In many cases

this removes the need for

additional building work and

false chimney breasts.

■ Slim Firebox design. This allows

the fire to be installed within a

standard cavity wall space and

again removes the need for false

chimney breasts and additional

building work.

■ Same look fireplace suites

available. The 480BF is the

balanced flue version of the

480FL on the previous page, so

even if you don’t have a chimney

you can still choose the 480 fire.

The balanced flue version fits

with all the same fireplaces as

the 480FL giving you an

impressive range of suites.

Gas Type Input Output Efficiency Dimensions Chimney Types

mm (w x h)*

Natural Gas 2.6kW 2.1   kW 86% 569 x 439 Balanced Flue

* The dimensions stated are the overall visible size of the fire when installed.

Options & Specifications

Fuel Bed: Authentic logs

Rustic Brick liner Beige linerBlack mirror glass  

■ Optional timber frame kit is

available for safe and easy fitting

into timber framed homes.

■ Glass fronted high efficiency

fire that is up to 86% efficient.
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Infinity 600CF

■ A compact ‘hole-in-the-wall’ gas

fire that will fit the majority of

chimney breasts. The 600CF is

the smallest in the range of

‘trimmed’ fires, designed to give

the exact look of the 890CF but

able to fit into smaller chimney

breasts and rooms.

■ A choice of 6 different trims to

finish the look of your fire.

Choose from either a profile or

flat trim. The profile trims are

finished in either  piano black,

chrome or graphite grey. 

The flat trims have a choice of 

stainless-steel, piano black or

graphite grey finish.

■ Fits most chimneys so will fit the

majority of UK homes. Consult

your local retailer for more

details.

■ Glass fronted high efficiency fire 

that is up to 83% efficient. 

■ Designed to give a realistic

flame picture from a modest

5.5kW input, which usually

means no additional ventilation

in the room.

Gas Type Input Output Efficiency Dimensions Chimney Types

mm (w x h)*

Natural Gas 5.5kW 4.1   kW 83% 780 x 483 Class 1 & 2  

LPG 5.0kW 3.7   kW 80% 780 x 483 Class 1 & 2  

* The dimensions stated are the overall visible size of the fire when installed.

Options & Specifications

Chrome profile trim Graphite profile trim Piano Black profile trim Brushed Stainless steel flat trim

Piano black flat trim

Graphite flat trim

Rustic Brick liner Beige linerRibbed Black liner
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Infinity 600BF

■ No flue no problem. The rear

venting flue enables the

installation to be clean and neat

on an outside wall. In many cases

this removes the need for

additional building work and

false chimney breasts.

■ Slim Firebox design. This allows

the fire to be installed within a

standard cavity wall space and

again removes the need for false

chimney breasts and additional

building work.

■ Glass fronted high efficiency fire

that is up to 86% efficient.

Gas Type Input Output Efficiency Dimensions Chimney Types

mm (w x h)*

Natural Gas 2.6kW 2.3   kW 90% 780 x 480 Balanced Flue

* The dimensions stated are the overall visible size of the fire when installed.

Options & Specifications

Fuel Bed: Authentic logs

Rustic Brick liner Beige linerRibbed Black liner

Chrome profile trim Graphite profile trim Piano Black profile trim Brushed Stainless steel flat trim

Piano black flat trim

Graphite flat trim
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■ A versatile gas fire that can be

fitted ‘frameless’ in the wall or

as part of suite. The 600FL is free

from an external trim frame, and

as a result, can enhance and

complement a multitude of

traditional or modern fireplace

designs, as well as having the

option of a trimless built-in look.

■ Shown on page 3 in a suite.

The Infinity 600FL LS04

Limestone suite incorporates

Limestone and Black Granite to

create a stunning harmonised

suite.

■ Fits most chimneys so will fit the

majority of UK homes. Consult

your local retailer for more

details.

■ Glass fronted high efficiency fire

that is up to 83% efficient. 

■ Designed to give a realistic

flame picture from a modest

5.5kW input, which usually

means no additional ventilation

in the room.

Rustic Brick liner Beige liner

Liner Choice

A choice of liner is available in either 

brick, black mirror glass or beige.

Fuel Bed : Authentic logs.

Black mirror glass  

Infinity 600FL

Gas Type Input Output Efficiency Dimensions Chimney Types

mm (w x h)*

Natural Gas 5.5kW 4.1   kW 83% 658 x 356 Class 1 & 2  

LPG 5.0kW 3.6   kW 77% 658 x 356 Class 1 & 2    

* The dimensions stated are the overall visible size of the fire when installed.

Options & Specifications
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■ A new concept in gas fires not

seen before in the UK.

The Infinity 660PC is a modern

contemporary gas fire that has

been specifically designed to also

accept installation into homes

with pre-cast flues where

normally only very shallow 16”

traditional fires can be placed.

■ Modern Black finish. The fire is

finished with a black fascia and

black mirror glass back liner

which reflects the flames of the

fire to give the impression of an

even deeper fuel bed.

■ Glass fronted high efficiency fire

that is up to 82% efficient.

■ Designed to give a realistic

flame picture from the modest

5.5kW input, which usually

means no additional ventilation

in the room.

Fuel Bed : Authentic logs.

Infinity 660PC

Gas Type Input Output Efficiency Dimensions Chimney Types

mm (w x h)*

Natural Gas 5.5kW 4.3   kW 82% 736 x 465 Class 1, 2

& Pre-cast flues

* The dimensions stated are the overall visible size of the fire when installed.

Options & Specifications

NATURAL
GAS

HIGH
EFFICIENCY

GLASS

GUARANTEED
QUALITY

LOG 
FUEL BED

BLACK
MIRROR
LINER

Can fit Pre-cast Flue
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Rustic Brick liner Beige liner Black mirror glass  

Infinity 780FL

Gas Type Input Output Efficiency Dimensions Chimney Types

mm (w x h)*

Natural Gas 6.6kW 4.85   kW 81% 828 x 492  Class 1 & 2

LPG 7.0kW 4.65   kW 72% 828 x 492  Class 1 & 2  

* The dimensions stated are the overall visible size of the fire when installed.

Options & Specifications

■ A large hole-in-the-wall gas fire 

that offers a stunning

centrepiece to your room.   The

780FL is a taller format than the

890FL to give a different look to

the overall fire.

■ Can be fitted ‘frameless’ in the 

wall for the ultra modern look or

it can be incorporated into a

fireplace to create a suite.

■ Shown on page 19 (opposite) in

a suite. The Infinity 780FL is

shown in a number of different

suites in limestone, black granite

or the new Neastone™ material.

With the choice of beige, 

black mirror glass or brick liners, 

there are many options to make 

the fire your own.

■ Designed to give a realistic

flame picture from a modest

6.6kW input, which usually

means no additional ventilation

in the room.

■ Fits most chimneys and 5” flues

so will fit into existing fireplace

openings.

■ Glass fronted high efficiency fire

that is up to 81% efficient. 

Above: 780FL Hole in the wall

Centre: Neastone suite

Right:  Ashbourne suite in Limestone
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Infinity 780BF

Rustic Brick liner Beige liner Black mirror glass  

Gas Type Input Output Efficiency Dimensions Chimney Types

mm (w x h)*

Natural Gas 3.4kW 2.7kW 87% 826 x 491 Balanced Flue

* The dimensions stated are the overall visible size of the fire when installed.

Options & Specifications

■ No flue no problem. The rear

venting flue enables the

installation to be clean and neat

on an outside wall. In many cases

this removes the need for

additional building work and

false chimney breasts.

■ Slim Firebox design. This allows

the fire to be installed within a

standard cavity wall space and

again removes the need for false

chimney breasts and additional

building work.

■ Same look fireplace suites

available. The 780BF is the

balanced flue version of the

780FL on the previous page, so

even if you don’t have a chimney

you can still choose the 780 fire.

The balanced flue version fits

with all the same fireplaces as

the 780FL giving you an

impressive range of suites.

■ Optional timber frame kit is

available for safe and easy fitting

into timber framed homes.

■ Glass fronted high efficiency fire

that is up to 87% efficient.

Fuel Bed: Authentic logs
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Chrome profile trim Graphite profile trim Piano Black profile trim Brushed Stainless steel flat trim

Piano black flat trim

Graphite flat trim
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Infinity 890CF

Gas Type Input Output Efficiency Dimensions Chimney Types

mm (w x h)*

Natural Gas 5.5kW 4.1   kW 82% 1051 x 460 Class 1 & 2

LPG 5.0kW 3.6kW 72% 1051 x 460  Class 1 & 2  

* The dimensions stated are the overall visible size of the fire when installed.

Options & Specifications

■ A large wide hole-in-the-wall

fire that will take centre stage

in any room.   The 890CF is a wide

format ‘trimmed’ fire that offers a

stunning log effect fire that is

hard to believe is a gas fire and

not a real flame.

■ A choice of 6 different trims to

finish the look of your fire.

Choose from either a profile or

flat trim. The profile trims are

available in either chrome, piano

black or graphite grey. 

The flat trims are finished in a

choice of stainless-steel, piano

black or graphite grey.

■ Fits most chimneys so will fit the

majority of UK homes. Consult

your local retailer for more

details.

Trim Choice

Choose from chrome or graphite

profile trims or chrome, stainless

steel, piano black or graphite flat

trims.

Fuel Bed : Authentic logs.

■ Glass fronted high efficiency fire 

that is up to 82% efficient. 

■ Designed to give a realistic

flame picture from a modest

5.5kW input, which usually

means no additional ventilation

in the room.  

Rustic Brick liner Beige liner Ribbed Black liner
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■ No flue no problem. The rear

venting flue enables the

installation to be clean and neat

on an outside cavity wall. In

many cases does not involve

additional building work.

■ Landscape Hole-in-the-Wall fire

for homes without a chimney.

  This fire is the Balanced flue

version of the 890CF and makes

the fire available to those who

don’t have a chimney.

■ A choice of 6 different trims to

finish the look of your fire.

Choose from either a profile or

flat trim. 

The profile trims are available in

either chrome, piano black or

graphite grey. The flat trims are

finished in a choice of brushed

stainless-steel, piano black or

graphite grey.

Fuel Bed : Authentic Logs.

■ Glass fronted high efficiency fire

that is up to 92% efficient.

■ Designed to give a realistic

flame picture from the modest

3.4kW input, which means lower

running costs than larger gas

input alternatives.

Gas Type Input Output Efficiency Dimensions Chimney Types

mm (w x h)*

Natural Gas 3.4kW 2.8   kW 92% 1052 x 460 Balanced Flue

* The dimensions stated are the overall visible size of the fire when installed.

Options & Specifications

Infinity 890BF

Chrome profile trim Graphite profile trim Piano Black profile trim Brushed Stainless steel flat trim

Piano black flat trim

Graphite flat trim

Rustic Brick liner Beige liner Ribbed Black liner

NATURAL
GAS
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EFFICIENCY
GLASS

GUARANTEED
QUALITY
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LOG 
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BRICK
LINER

RIBBED
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■ A large landscape hole-in-the-

wall gas fire. The 890FL is a

large wide fire that comes with

realistic logs and a choice of

black mirror glass, beige or brick

inner liner boards.

■ Can be fitted ‘frameless’ in the 

wall for the ultra modern look or

it can be incorporated into a

fireplace to create a suite.

■ The Infinity 890FL, (on page 27,

opposite, in a suite), is shown in

a number of different suites in

limestone, black granite or the

new Neastone™ material.

■ Designed to give a realistic

flame picture from a modest

6.6kW input, which usually

means no additional ventilation

in the room.

■ Fits most chimneys so will fit the

majority of UK homes. Consult

your local retailer for more

details.

■ Glass fronted high efficiency fire 

that is up to 82% efficient. 

   Liner Choice

A choice of liner is available in either 

brick, black mirror glass or beige.

Fuel Bed : Authentic logs.

Rustic Brick liner Beige liner Black mirror glass  

Infinity 890FL

Gas Type Input Output Efficiency Dimensions Chimney Types

mm (w x h)*

Natural Gas 6.6kW 4.85   kW 82% 967 x 34 5 Class 1 & 2  

LPG 7.0kW 4.6   kW 71% 967 x 34 5 Class 1 & 2  

* The dimensions stated are the overall visible size of the fire when installed.

Options & Specifications
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■ Continuing the new concept in

gas fires not before seen in the

UK. The Infinity 890PC is a larger

version of the 660PC. These

modern contemporary gas fires

can be installed in class 1 & 2

flues and also onto pre-cast

flues.

■ Versatile fitting. Can be installed 

in class 1 & 2 flues and also onto 

pre-cast flues.

■ Modern Piano Black finish. The

fire is finished with a Piano Black

fascia and black mirror glass

back liner which reflects the

flames of the fire to give the

impression of an even deeper

fuel bed.

■ Glass fronted high efficiency fire

that is up to 82% efficient.

■ Designed to give a realistic

flame picture from the modest

5.5kW input, which usually

means no additional ventilation

in the room.

Fuel Bed : Authentic logs.

Infinity 890PC

Gas Type Input Output Efficiency Dimensions Chimney Types

mm (w x h)*

Natural Gas 5.5kW 4.1kW 82% 971 x 465 Class 1,2 

& Pre-cas  t Flues

* The dimensions stated are the overall visible size of the fire when installed.

Options & Specifications

Black mirror glass  

NATURAL
GAS

HIGH
EFFICIENCY
GLASS

GUARANTEED
QUALITY

LOG 
FUEL BED

BLACK
MIRROR
LINER

Can fit Pre-cast Flue
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■ Ultra Modern gas fire built into

the heart of your living space.

The Infinity 890PC is designed so

that it can either be hung on the

wall (as on the previous page)

and also have a feature fireplace

built around it. The fire can be

fitted to almost all conventional

flues including class 2 & pre-cast,

offering an infinite number of

unique fireplaces that can be

created. 

■ Glass fronted high efficiency fire

that is up to 82% efficient.

■ Designed to give a realistic

flame picture from the modest

5.5kW input, which usually

means no additional ventilation

in the room. 

Fuel Bed : Authentic logs.

Infinity 890PC Inter-grated

Gas Type Input Output Efficiency Dimensions Chimney Types

mm (w x h)*

Natural Gas 5.5kW 4.1kW 82% 971 x 465 Class 1,2 

& Pre-cas  t Flues

* The dimensions stated are the overall visible size of the fire when installed.

Options & Specifications

Black mirror glass  

NATURAL
GAS

HIGH
EFFICIENCY
GLASS

GUARANTEED
QUALITY

LOG 
FUEL BED

BLACK
MIRROR
LINER
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■ Stunning large fire with a choice

of beautiful surrounds. Create

your dream fireplace with the

Infinity 880FL gas fire which is

designed to be integrated with a

wide range of stone surrounds to

create your ideal living space

feature.

■ Glass fronted high efficiency fire

that is up to 81% efficient.

■ Designed to give a realistic

flame picture from the modest

7.6kW input, which usually

means no additional ventilation

in the room.

 

Infinity 880FL

Gas Type Input Output Efficiency Dimensions Chimney Types

mm (w x h)*

Natural Gas 7.6kW 5.6kW 81% 812 x 807 Class 1,2 

* The dimensions stated are the overall visible size of the fire when installed.

Options & Specifications

Rustic Brick liner Ribbed Black liner Stone liner

Liner Choice

A choice of liner is available in either

rustic brick, Black Ribbed Ceramic,

grey slate or stone liners.

Fuel Bed: Authentic logs.

Slate liner

NATURAL
GAS
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EFFICIENCY
GLASS

GUARANTEED
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Infinity 880FL with basket

■ Add a regency look to the

Infinity 880FL. The optional fire

basket for the 880FL can be used

with any of the combinations of

surrounds and liners shown on

pages 32-33.

■ Raise the fuel bed for bigger

flames. The fuel bed sits in the

fire basket which elevates the

realistic flames higher up the fire.

■ Compatible with all 880FL

Suites. The basket for the Infinity

880FL can go in any of the 880FL

suites and with any of the choice

of liners i.e. Black Ribbed

Ceramic, Rustic Brick, Grey Slate

or Stone Tile liners.

Gas Type Input Output Efficiency Dimensions Chimney Types

mm (w x h)*

Natural Gas 7.6kW 5.6kW 81% 812 x 807 Class 1,2 

& Pre-cas  t Flues

* The dimensions stated are the overall visible size of the fire when installed.

Options & Specifications

Fuel Bed : Authentic logs in cast iron

fire basket.

Rustic Brick liner Ribbed Black liner Stone liner Slate liner

NATURAL
GAS

HIGH
EFFICIENCY
GLASS

GUARANTEED
QUALITY

LOG 
FUEL BED

RIBBED
BLACK
LINER

RUSTIC
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LINER
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Infinity 880BF

Gas Type Input Output Efficiency Dimensions Chimney Types

mm (w x h)*

Natural Gas 5.0kW 4.0kW 89% 812 x 807 Balanced Flue

* The dimensions stated are the overall visible size of the fire when installed.

Options & Specifications

■ Designed to give a realistic flame

picture from the modest 5.0kW

input, which being a balanced

flue means no additional

ventilation in the room.

Liner Choice

A choice of liner is available in either

rustic brick, Black Ribbed Ceramic,

grey slate or stone liners.

Fuel Bed : Authentic logs.

■ Stunning large fire with a choice

of beautiful surrounds. If you

don’t have a chimney but want a

grand looking fireplace the

880BF balanced flue fire is the

choice for you. The fire can be

situated with an a wide range of

stone or marble fireplaces to

create a perfect suite for your

home.

■ No flue no problem. The rear

venting flue enables the

installation to be clean and neat

on an outside cavity wall.

■ Glass fronted high efficiency fire

that is up to 89% efficient.
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Infinity Electric Fire Suites... It is not always possible or in fact needed to have a gas fire 

in your room. 

When this is the case you don’t have to comprise on the quality and the appearance of the fireplace you choose.

The new Infinity electric suites mirror the design and feel of the gas fire versions with an alternative electric fire

engine. The electric suites on these pages feature the Optimyst flame effect which is considered by many as the

most realistic electric fire available on the market. It is one we recommend you see in the flesh live in one of our

authorised Infinity retailers. Added to the flame effect is our own heater unit which produces 2kW of heat into

your room at the touch of a button.
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Infinity Electric Ashbourne Suite

■ Fits in a traditional cavity.

■ Limestone surround with black

granite chamber to reflect the

flame effect.

■ Optimyst log flame effect can be

used independently from the

heater.

■ 1kW and 2kW heat settings

■ Thermostatic control to create

and maintain a comfortable

temperature in the room.
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Infinity Electric Edgemond Suite

■ Fits on a flat wall.

■ Limestone surround with black

granite chamber to reflect the

flame effect.

■ Optimyst log flame effect can be

used independently from the

heater.

■ 1kW and 2kW heat settings

■ Thermostatic control to create

and maintain a comfortable

temperature in the room.
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Infinity 600FL

Infinity 480FL

Infinity 890PCInfinity 660PC

Infinity 600CF

Infinity 780FL

Infinity 890CFInfinity 890FL

Infinity 890BF

Infinity 480BF Infinity 780BF

Fire Dimensions

Infinity 600BF



Infinity 890PC Inter-grated
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Infinity Technical Specification

Infinity 880BFInfinity 880FL

Fire Dimensions and Specifications

Firebox Dimensions Fireplace Opening*

Trimed/ Height Width Depth Inputs Outputs

Model Frameless Liner Options Gas Types Height Width Depth Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum Max Low Max Low Efficiency

Infinity 480FL Frameless Beige, Rustic Brick or Black Glass Natural Gas 547mm 494mm 262mm 555mm 580mm 500mm 558mm 330mm - 5.5kW 2.4kW 4.1kW 1.3kW 82%

Infinity 480FL Frameless Beige, Rustic Brick or Black Glass LPG 547mm 494mm 262mm 555mm 580mm 500mm 558mm 330mm - 5.0kW 2.4kW 3.26kW 1.3kW 71%

Infinity 480BF Frameless Beige, Rustic Brick or Black Glass Natural Gas 682mm 553mm 207mm 690mm - 560mm 575mm 170mm - 2.6kW 1.5kW 2.1kW 1.1kW 86%

Infinity 600CF Trimmed Black Ribbed, Beige or Rustic Brick Natural Gas 422mm 603mm 261mm 430mm 445mm 599mm 640mm 330mm - 5.5kW 2.4kW 4.1kW 1.3kW 83%

Infinity 600CF Trimmed Black Ribbed, Beige or Rustic Brick LPG 422mm 603mm 261mm 430mm 445mm 599mm 640mm 330mm - 5.0kW 2.4kW 3.7kW 1.3kW 80%

Infinity 600BF Trimmed Black Ribbed, Beige or Rustic Brick Natural Gas 424mm 617mm 166mm 460mm - 660mm - 170mm - 2.6kW 1.5kW 2.3kW 1.1kW 90%

Infinity 600FL Frameless Beige, Rustic Brick or Black Glass Natural Gas 460mm 597mm 262mm 465mm 490mm 600mm 658mm 330mm - 5.5kW 2.4kW 4.1kW 1.4kW 83%

Infinity 600FL Frameless Beige, Rustic Brick or Black Glass LPG 460mm 597mm 262mm 465mm 490mm 600mm 658mm 330mm - 5.5kW 2.4kW 4.1kW 1.4kW 77%

Infinity 660PC Trimmed Mirror Glass Natural Gas 422mm 722mm 243mm 390mm 430mm 355mm 810mm 100mm - 5.5kW 2.4kW 4.1kW 1.7kW 82%

Infinity 780FL Frameless Beige, Rustic Brick or Black Glass Natural Gas 654mm 900mm 320mm 610mm 640mm 800mm 850mm 330mm - 6.6kW 2.4kW 4.85kW 1.5kW 81%

Infinity 780FL Frameless Beige, Rustic Brick or Black Glass LPG 654mm 900mm 320mm 610mm 640mm 800mm 850mm 330mm - 7.0kW 2.4kW 4.65kW 1.5kW 72%

Infinity 780BF Frameless Beige, Rustic Brick or Black Glass Natural Gas 740mm 843mm 208mm 750mm - 853mm 870mm 170mm - 3.4kW 2.1kW 2.0kW 1.5kW 87%

Infinity 890CF Trimmed Black Ribbed Natural Gas 456mm 970mm 275mm 430mm 445mm 905mm 940mm 330mm - 5.5kW 2.8kW 4.1kW 1.6kW 82%

Infinity 890CF Trimmed Black Ribbed LPG 456mm 970mm 275mm 430mm 445mm 905mm 940mm 330mm - 5.0kW 2.4kW 3.6kW 1.2kW 72%

Infinity 890BF Trimmed Black Ribbed Natural Gas 456mm 970mm 185mm 430mm 445mm 900mm 935mm 170mm 3.4 KW 1.6KW 2.8KW 1.1KW 92%

Infinity 890FL Frameless Beige, Rustic Brick or Black Glass Natural Gas 502mm 1015mm 261mm 403mm 445mm 905mm 940mm 330mm - 6.6kW 2.8kW 4.85kW 1.5kW 82%

Infinity 890FL Frameless Beige, Rustic Brick or Black Glass LPG 502mm 1015mm 261mm 403mm 445mm 905mm 940mm 330mm - 7.0kW 2.4kW 4.65kW 1.5kW 72%

Infinity 890PC Trimmed Black Glass Natural Gas 424mm 894mm 212mm 390mm 430mm 395mm 510mm 100mm - 5.5kW 2.4kW 4.08kW 1.9kW 82%

Infinity 890PC Built In Black Glass Natural Gas 424mm 894mm 212mm 390mm 430mm 395mm 510mm 100mm - 5.5kW 2.4kW 4.08kW 1.9kW 82%

Infinity 880FL Frameless Rustic Brick or Red Brick Natural Gas 981mm 884mm 322mm 943mm 960mm 773mm 825mm 330mm - 7.6kW 2.4kW 5.6Kw 1.5Kw 81%

Infinity 880BF Frameless Rustic Brick or Red Brick Natural Gas 1030mm 785mm 230mm 1040mm - 790mm 840mm 185mm 5.0 kw 2.4 KW 4.01 Kw 1.7 KW 89%

* All FL models fitted with slips require a larger opening. Also when fitting FL fires frameless in the wall additional building work will be required. 

For further information on these points please consult the installation manual for the specific model or alternatively speak to our technical department.

Please note: Our policy is one of constant development and improvement. 

We therefore reserve the right to revise the specification and design of

our stoves without formal notice. This leaflet is presented as a guide to aid in your

decision and does not replace the need for technical assessment by your dealer. 

While the utmost care was taken in the preparation of this brochure, it is not intended

to replace the installation manual which provides more detailed information.

Photography is for illustration purposes only and does not replace the need to see the

stove in a showroom.

We accept no liability for any loss or damage arising either directly or indirectly from

the use of this brochure. 

All designs in this brochure are design or copyright registered. Fireline, without

exception, will take action against any infringements of its designs.
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Infinity 600FL Balmoral Suite

Infinity 480FL Beckford Suite

Infinity 480FL Stokesay Suite

Infinity 780FL Edgmond SuiteInfinity 780FL Ashbourne Suite

Infinity 780FL Rembrandt Suite Infinity 780BF Edgemond Suite

Infinity 780BF Rembrandt Suite Infinity 890FL Brockton Suite

Infinity 480BF  Beckford Suite

Infinity 480BF Stokesay Suite

Suite package dimensions
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Infinity 880BF Wave SuiteInfinity 880BF Slim Stonehenge Suite

Infinity 880BF Balmoral Suite

Infinity 880FL Slim Stonehenge Suite Infinity 880FL Wave Suite

Infinity 880FL Balmoral Suite

Infinity 880FL Rembrandt Suite

Infinity Ashbourne Electric Suite

Infinity Edgemond Electric Suite

Infinity 880BF Rembrandt Suite

Suite package dimensions
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